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Abstract
The proposed research aims to investigate the challenge of how to diffuse methods designed
to improve the efficiency of existing processes in large open-source volunteer projects. The
primary focus is on the Debian project, possibly the largest open-source project to day. The
processes in operation within this project often no longer meet its tremendous growth in
size and popularity, mostly failing due to bottlenecks and accountability issues. As a result,
the project suffers from delays and stagnation, and a noticeable drop in the efficiency of
its thousands of contributors. Some of these issues can already be addressed with existing
tools, but their deployment within a project of the size as Debian requires careful planning.
In addition, the Debian project consists almost entirely of volunteers with vastly different
motivations, an aspect which renders authoritarian deployments ineffective.
The project has seen a number of successful (and unsuccessful) tool adoptions, and their
study in combination with surveys, process and work habit analysis, mock designs, and experimental rollouts is expected to reveal the necessary conditions under which a large-scale
diffusion of collaborative tools will be successful. The definition of such conditions would
help to improve the efficiency of open source projects, as well as contribute to general management strategy a framework that can help treat personnel as volunteers.
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1 Introduction

son, the Debian project has been identified as a
“bazaar of cathedrals” [Kra05a] (c.f. [Ray99a]).
One of the most notable trends in recent years

1.1 Overview of the research domain

is for developers to team up to co-maintain imThe Debian project [deb] is perhaps the portant software packages [RGBM05]. Going a
largest, globally distributed computer project step further, Ubuntu, an immensely successful
[GBROP+ 04].

It’s flagship product, the De- derivative of Debian [ubu], practises completely
bian GNU/Linux operating system combines the open collaborative package maintenance. InLinux kernel with more than 10 000 software stead of Debian’s notion of package ownership
packages, adhering to a common policy aimed by maintainers, any of the Ubuntu developers
to bring tight integration. While its develop- are authorised to make changes to a given packment over the past decade tells an astonishing age of the core distribution.
success story, the project is beginning to groan

However, the adoption of a team main-

under its sheer size [Mic04]. Large parts of the tenance model has been considered an “unDebian development process are accomplished realistically simplistic solution” to bottlenecks
with tools which have iteratively improved to [MH03]. A move from single to multiple mainmeet new needs as they arose. The immense tainers brings with it a sudden increase in
speed at which new developments take place, complexity of communication and coordination
the size of the project, and the ever increasing [Bro95]. The classic response to such an inpopularity of the Debian operating system fre- crease in coordination complexity is the dequently render these tools inadequate and cause ployment of methods from the wide domain of
severe delays. Figure 1 illustrates how the time computer-supported cooperative work [Gre88];
span between subsequent releases has been in- for example, apart from the extensive and mulcreasing for the past seven years [Mic05a].

tifarious communication media in active use

With scaling problems surfacing on a regular [Col05, ch. 6], the open source community relies
basis, Debian developers started to explore new heavily on version control systems (VCS)1 [AB02,
techniques and approaches to cope with the Mic05b, Joe97], such as CVS [FB03], which are
challenge of growth. In a project where main- part of the large set of CSCW tools. Nevertainers enjoy near absolute control over their theless, as I will argue further down, the availsoftware package or components of the infras- able tools, that are applicable to Debian packtructure [Col05, ch. 6], issues frequently arise age maintenance, suffer from usability problems
over bottleneck situations, when a single devel- themselves, generally adding complexity for the
oper is unreachable, overloaded, or not willing individual and making it harder to contribute, or
to consider suggestions by others. For this rea- require a considerable amount of time to setup,
1

Even though technically a subset of software configuration management (SCM), VCS is often used interchangeably
with SCM in the F/OSS world. Other synonyms include source code management, source control, and revision
control systems (RCS) [Whe05].
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Figure 1: Debian has had difficulty dealing with its own growth, a problem most apparent in the
increasingly long cycles between stable releases.
methods in general.

which is often not available at the moment such
tools would be needed.

Process

A core focus of this research is the volunteer

a predefined sequence of operations de-

nature of the Debian project. While commercial

signed to result in a particular change.

deployments are often based on authoritarian

decisions, no such authority exists in the Debian Tool
project, nor could it be established. A successa means to facilitate a given operation.
ful rollout must therefore use other vehicles to
An in-depth analysis of the terminology will
achieve the critical mass, and those have to be
empirically determined.

constitute part of my Ph.D. thesis.

1.2 Terminology

1.3 Statement of the problem

In this paper, a number of domain-specific terms The tendency for team development in Deare used according to the following definitions: bian calls for methods that help eliminate bottlenecks, rather than create new ones. AdMethod
ditionally, reducing the complexity and stana strategy to accomplish a given goal, of- dardising a new, flexible approach to package
ten involving the use of tools.
management should make it easier for onetime/infrequent contributors to donate bits of

Technique

their time here and there, without having to
a specific way to cause a change. This
first acquaint themselves with a different set of
may be through the use of a tool, but
tools for each package. The playful motto of this
could also refer to a more abstract means,
research is to support the random Debian user,
such as an algorithm.
who has two hours to spend on a rainy Saturday
afternoon before heading off to a concert in the

Methodology

the comparative and critical study of evening, and would much rather use that time
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to make a valuable contribution to the project keeping, correlating changes with entries in the
than to spend most of it trying to figure out how bug tracking system, bug triaging, unit and reto do that.

gression testing, checking for policy compli-

From a technical point of view, modern VCS ance, and uploading the package. At present,
are capable of coordinating even the largest F/- these tasks are separate processes with little or
OSS projects [Ian05, MFH02]. In fact, several no integration. Each process may further be
developers are already maintaining their pack- governed by preferred practises by the primary
ages under source control, a practise backed and package maintainer. As a result, package mainfacilitated by tools such as cvs-buildpack- tenance leaves a lot of room for human error,
age, which strive to automate most aspects of and requires a strict set of guidelines to be folbuilding a package maintained in a repository. lowed by all contributors in the case of teamBecause the choice of VCS can be religious to managed packages.
As Debian continues to grow, the project
some users, every other major source control
system has a corresponding package with tools will have to deal with the problem of bottleto aid the building of packages maintained in necks and rely more on distributed contribution
[Daf01]. At present time, several approaches

the system (e.g. svn-buildpackage).

The usage of the aforementioned building to Debian package management in teams exist.
tools requires the developer to strictly adhere to However, none can do without a set of guidea structure laid on top of the VCS mechanisms lines or best practises, and none integrate the
and generally leaves the maintainers exposed to separate sub-processes in a way to eliminate rethe intricacies of each system, rather than al- dundancy or reduce the manual (and thus errorlowing them to stay clear of their intentions to prone) work required from the maintainers in a
maintain a Debian package. Furthermore, the meaningful way. Moreover, several different, insystems’ requirements often call for the migra- compatible approaches limit the domain of potion or restructuring of existing repositories or tential contributions for each volunteer, as I asdevelopment structures, which can be a time- sume that few will go through the trouble of
consuming task. Lastly, with four or five of these learning different methods to accomplish the
build tools available, which readily diverge in same task.
terms of usage paradigm, a developer familiar
with one may not be able to easily contribute or

1.4 Statement of the challenge

help out with maintenance of a package using
another one of these tools.

As previously mentioned, the Ubuntu derivative

As I will illustrate below, the act of build- follows a radically different strategy of package
ing packages is only a small component of De- maintenance than Debian. Moreover, the combian package management.

Other pertinent pany behind Ubuntu, Canonical Ltd., is pushing

tasks include patch management, change log the standardisation of a number of collaborative
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methods within the community, including a sin- and would discontinue their contributions if
gle VCS as well as one coordination platform to they were told what to do.
be used by all contributors for almost all aspects

The core challenge of the proposed research

of the project. Even though still in its infancy, is to determine the conditions under which volthe approach looks promising.
untary adoption of methods can occur among
A similar approach within the Debian project a diverse, globally-spaced group of individuals.
would fail, however, due to its inevitably rev- My strategy will be the diffusion of a tool deolutionary nature. Ubuntu is able to success- signed to improve the Debian workflow, followfully standardise its development practises due ing guidelines established from past experiences
to a number of traits that distinguish it from with successful and unsuccessful tool adoptions
the Debian project: it’s a young project profiting within the project.
from early adoption, and it concentrates mainly
on its core distribution, which consists of only

2 Debian package management

about 2 000 packages. Almost half of the core
development team members are on a Canoni-

and source control

cal payroll and hence in a favourable position to
act as “opinion leaders” [Rog95, p. 27] regard-

2.1 A brief overview of Debian package

ing any rollout, while simultaneously working

management

closely with the company to improve the methods.

The nature of the work performed by Debian de-

Debian, on the other hand, is more than a velopers is different from conventional software
decade older than Ubuntu, and the need for col- engineering. The task of a Debian developer is
laborative maintenance has surfaced long be- that of integration, rather than the development
fore Ubuntu came to life. Over the course of the of software per se. Debian developers take pubyears, package maintainers have often devel- lic releases by software projects, such as Apache
oped ways to facilitate package management, or KDE, compile them, and assemble them into
but as a result, a plethora of methods exist, packages according to a strict set of rules to ensome overlapping others in terms of function- sure the coexistence of thousands of software
ality, and many not flexible enough to allow packages on a single system [Deb05].
for their incorporation into existing processes.

When a software has been successfully pack-

It thus seems highly unlikely that any of these aged, it is uploaded to the Debian archive
methods will enjoy project-wide adoption, nor and globally distributed to hundreds of mirror
can the project as a whole push any such adop- servers. The upload marks the beginning of the
tion as it is not possible to force volunteer con- regular package life-cycle. The package will first
tributors to adopt new methods [Mic04]. Many spend some time in the unstable archive, and
developers treat Debian development as a hobby when it meets a set of basic consistency crite-
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ria, it propagates to the testing archive, from 2.2 Applications of VCS in Debian
where the collection of packages included in a

package management

stable release is sampled. Users are able to install software from any of these three archives, An ever more popular trend is the maintenance
and usually identify bugs in the software, which of Debian packages in VCS. For simple packthey report to the Debian bug tracking system ages, it usually suffices to commit the Debian[bts]. The package maintainer then coordinates specific control files to a versioned repository,
with the upstream author to fix the reported from where they can be checked out and comproblem(s) and uploads a new package to the bined with the pristine upstream source code to
unstable archive, which eventually replaces produce a Debian package. However, as soon
the buggy version. This process is detailed in as changes to the upstream source are required
[Kra05a, ch. 4].

to fix bugs, or new features are to be implemented, it is favourable to have access to the
original source code from within the VCS. Since
upstream authors and Debian package maintainers do not usually share the same repository,
the maintainers are faced with the challenge to

Debian developers usually depend on the track new upstream releases while maintaining
software they package and may need to add changes made to previous versions.
One approach to meet this challenge is to

features to the software for their own use, or in-

tegrate improvements, enhancements, and bug reapply changes made during the process of
fixes from other contributors. Largely to lessen “debianisation” of the predecessor version to
their own maintenance load, the Debian de- the source code belonging to the recent revelopers generally try to feed all such changes lease. This approach gives priority to upto the upstream author, in the hope that they stream changes and requires the maintainer
might be integrated with the original source to reassess the necessity and plausibility of
code and thus need not be maintained specif- each change with each new upstream release,
ically for Debian any longer. Regardless, it is not therefore favouring those who keep the set
uncommon for upstream to be slow in accept- of changes small (and have cooperative uping patches, to refuse them, or for patches to be streams).

In fact, this approach is inherent

specific to Debian. Therefore, package mainte- in the structure of a Debian source package,
nance often includes the management of differ- which consists of a tarball of the original source
ences between the upstream version of a soft- tree (.orig.tar.gz), as well as a patch that
ware and the version provided in the Debian encapsulates the changes needed to turn the
package, and to port these differences to new source tree into the source tree of a Debian
package (.diff.gz).

upstream releases.
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Another approach uses what is commonly re- used the official Debian CVS server, which can
ferred to as “vendor branches” (for lack of a bet- only be used by Debian developers. In early
ter reference: [CSFP06]). With this approach, 2003, the Debian project introduced Alioth
the upstream source is stored in VCS along- [Her03], a service similar to SourceForge [sou].
side the Debian control files.

On release of Among communication tools, such as web

a new upstream version, the differences be- space, mailing lists, and bug and request tracktween the predecessor and the current release ers, Alioth hosts CVS, Subversion, and Arch
are merged into the VCS and conflicts resolved. repositories.

After three years, 670 projects

This is subtly different from reapplying changes were registered with the Alioth server, and
made by the Debian maintainer to the new re- around 250 of them used one of the source conlease, in that it gives priority to the Debian-local trol mechanisms available, with the majority on
changes. Over time, vendor branches may un- the side of Subversion.
willingly lead to the divergence from upstream.

With around 10 000 source packages in the
Orthogonal to the representation of differ- Debian archive, this number may seem strikences is their separation into smaller chunks: ingly low, but large part of the Debian archive
it often makes sense to keep changes related consists of trivial packages with little or no upto a specific feature or bug fix isolated from stream activity, and few Debian-specific modiother changes to the package. The benefits of fications, if any. For those packages, as well as
such compartmentalisation extend from facili- ones maintained by single individuals, where a
tated upstream submission of features to bug VCS is not essential, no motivation exists to mitriaging and authoring package changelogs, to grate the source package to a VCS repository.
name but a few. The Debian archive is home Nevertheless, even packages with two or more
to tools that aid in managing related patches maintainers often do not use VCS. Common
in bundles (dbs, dpatch, and quilt), and VCS practises in such a situation include turn-taking
with proper branch support make it easy to track and sending patches back and forth. While this
sets of changes in multiple parallel “functional procedure tends to work fine most of the time,
branches” [ABCO98] (which are often called (temporary) disappearance of a developer, which
“feature branches”).
is quite common in volunteer projects [Mic04],
can cause maintenance of packages to stall. The
lack of revision history or a proper patch man-

2.3 Status of VCS use for Debian

agement system make it difficult for new main-

package management

tainers to pick up where others left off, work is

Despite the aforementioned trend towards col- often done more than once due to lack of colaborative maintenance, VCS approaches to ordination, and one-time/infrequent volunteers
package maintenance are having a slow start. frequently do not even know where to start.
For a long time, only a small number of projects

Several packages aim to facilitate package

7
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management with VCS, among them cvs-, management appears to be the inertia on the
svn-, tla-, arch-, darcs-, and bzr-build- side of the maintainers, who have maintained
package2 . All of these seem to descend — in packages the traditional way for a longer time
spirit at least — from the first, but their us- and would rather employ quirks than to invest
age paradigms readily diverge when it comes time in learning a new system. Several developto actual use. Moreover, all require specifically ers cling to standard Unix tools they can expect
configured repositories and are thus not (al- to find on any compatible system, rather than to
ways) applicable to existing repositories, hence embrace helper utilities designed to automate
their use calls for a migration. Such migrations repetitive tasks in Debian package management
mostly cannot happen in-place, which means (c.f. [Sri05]). One of the most important motivathat a new repository is usually required, and if tions driving Debian developers is that they are
only temporarily. From experience, this burden allowed to do what they want, as long as they
observe basic rules of conduct [dmu05], try to

already discourages most developers.

The slow acceptance of VCS methods in De- follow best practises [BCHS05], and their packbian can be attributed to several reasons. First ages adhere to the Debian policy [Deb05].
and foremost, package maintainers seem unable
to decide on which VCS to converge, even for a 2.4 Usability problems: bottom-up vs.
single package. The three officially supported

top-down

ones by Debian listed in this section’s first para-

graph have well-known flaws and maintainers By far the largest reason that Debian package
are thus reluctant towards investing time into management and VCS are still unwed, however,
them. Over the past years, a considerable num- seems to be the low usability and steep learnber of alternative VCS have become popular, but ing curves of VCS tools3 . Perhaps these reasons
those are generally considered to be too novel explain why CVS and Subversion continue to
and young for a developer be able to judge one be widely used systems, despite their technical
system over another. A small number of devel- limitations: they are moderately easy to learn,
opers have adopted these new methods and are and it is not hard to find assistance. When the
each going their own ways without much ex- Debian installer team decided on a VCS to manchange of ideas or efforts to unify approaches. age the new installer, one of the reasons they
The other package maintainers seem to prefer to chose Subversion was because a large part
let them sort out the intricacies first and stick to of the hundred contributors was already chalthe conventional methods for the time being.

lenged enough by the usage paradigm of CVS,

Another widely accepted reason for the slow so an even more complex system would have
adoption of source control for Debian package been counter-productive [Hes05].
2

bzr-buildpackage is in development and does not yet exist
http://bugs.debian.org/380198
3
A formal usability/acceptance study in the spirit of [Dav93] does not seem to exist.
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This is in line with Raymond’s claim: “the groups. Their underlying model for basic usage
number of contributors [. . . ] is strongly and is accessible to most, the user interface is coninversely correlated with the number of hoops sistent (if awkward at times), the tools are vastly
each project makes a contributing user go documented, and support is readily available as
through” [Ray99b]. Specific to the domain of most every acquainted developer will have had
VCS, Hudson adds: “In many environments, a to use either of these tools at one point in time.
shallow learning curve is the most important Subversion addresses and fixes some of the
feature of a VCS. [. . . ] [A] steep learning curve deficiencies ofCVS and is thus the first choice
[is one of] fundamental and insurmountable ob- for projects looking to deploy a VCS.
stacles.” [Hud04]. Translators, for instance, are
motivated to contribute to a project such as the

When it comes to distributed systems, however, the experiences of new users and experi-

Debian installer to help people from their cul-

enced developers readily diverge. First, the un-

tural background use Debian in their native lan-

derlying concepts are harder to learn [Hud04].

guage; they are not (necessarily) keen on learn-

And second, the tools are generally younger and

ing how to interact with a VCS, and then to ap-

thus not too well documented, known, or sup-

ply for commit access to the project’s repository,

ported4 .

only to be able to do their work (c.f. [Stu05]).

Furthermore, the distinguishing features of

Even with a thorough understanding of pack-

distributed VCS systems exceed the basic tasks

age management procedures and VCS concepts,

like updating and committing. In distributed
a developer may often have to jump through
source control, other topics are at the focal
hoops to make proper use of VCS when mainpoint, such as conflict resolution, three-way
taining Debian packages. The involved processes
merging, repository aggregation, and complex
are far from integrated.
branching strategies. Advanced concepts such
The low usability of VCS tools is a result of as the aforementioned are primarily of benseveral factors. First and foremost, VCS itself efit to experienced developers taking part in
is subtle and non-intuitive [Lor03], and requires projects of greater complexity [Ask02]. Usperhaps more of an understanding of the un- ability tends to play a less important role for
derlying model from the users than other tools advanced users, as they are usually familiar
[Poo05]. Therefore, it is necessary to distinguish with their methods and have learnt their usbetween usability as experienced by the unini- age paradigms, or are generally more capable
tiated user, and usability experienced by the ac- of abstraction in this domain [NT03]. Therefore,
quainted developer.

the demand for technical correctness and flex-

The two centralised methods, CVS and ible features is much larger than the desire for
Subversion, seem to form the basis for both usability. Second, advanced users are also often
4

Documentation does exist for the major tools, but it is not always to be found easily. Also, it is usually targeted at
the experienced user or just serves as a scratch pad for the developers to dump their thoughts.
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contributors to the tools they employ, or develop the user acquiring knowledge about the theory
tools that meet their specific needs (c.f. Tor- of VCS. To be able to understand this theory
valds’ git), which results in “top-down tool de- requires users to be acquainted with software
sign”: the development is driven by the theo- development processes, at which point they are
retical model underlying the VC model, and the not beginners anymore. This Catch-22 situation
designer moulds the code until it fits the model makes it unsurprising that VCS has been iden[BA02, Ber91].

tified as a “wicked problem” [RW73], that is a

Tools designed to meet a certain purpose re- problem which is not understood until after the
quire users to learn to bridge the gap between formation of the solution, a problem of which
their intuition and the user interface or model stakeholders have radically different views, a
of operation. Quite often, this gap decides be- problem with constraints and resources changtween success and failure of a tool. A good ing over time, and a problem that is never solved
example for the lack of usability leading to [Con03].
the failure of a tool would be the tla implementation of GNU Arch (and all its ancestors),
which quite possibly has the worst user inter-

This does not intend to suggest that usabilface across all VCS tools. This claim is backed ity in source control tools is hopeless. On the
by Canonical’s tla fork bazaar, which does contrary, the development teams behind modnot add features but merely aims to remove the ern tools, such as Bazaar-NG (bzr), are makawkwardness from tla, and to make it more us- ing an effort not to forget about usability. A
able; the fork has since been abandoned, prob- motto such as “Bazaar-NG should be a joy to
ably due to design deficiencies in GNU Arch it- use.” [Poo04] may be sound like a vacuous sloself. The development of GNU Arch 2.0 seems gan from the marketing department, the current
to have been discontinued.
state of development seems to suggest otherIf usability is the goal, simple top-down ap- wise, however. Bazaar-NG aims to address usproaches will not succeed, and a design strategy ability problems by reducing the number of conmust include a bottom-up, user-centric compo- cepts for a simplified mental model, and by pronent [Tha05]. The balance between approaches viding a consistent, modular user interface with
decides whether the result is “usable but not only a handful of commands. At the same time,
useful” [Dav93, Bev95], or vice versa. As previ- a plugin infrastructure gives hope to advanced
ously noted, however, an understanding of the users who don’t want to sacrifice functionality.
conceptual model of VCS is indispensable for Furthermore, the developers tried to stay true
users of VCS at any level. Therefore, traditional to the conventions of existing VCS to facilitate
bottom-up approaches, such as user process migration, and to speed up essential processes
analysis [Tha05] (c.f. the Multiview methodol- for instant gratification, which increases accepogy [KPH99]), are not going to succeed without tance.
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as perceived from the Debian angle [Kra06] are

2.5 The role of Canonical and Ubuntu

likely going to keep some Debian developers
Canonical, the company behind the Ubuntu from adopting Ubuntu’s methods, even though
derivative [ubu] has been investing much effort those methods may well be technically superior
into Launchpad, an infrastructure designed to to the ones in use by Debian developers. The inunify all aspects of packaging (bugs, transla- fluence of these frictions on the use of the super
tions, enhancements) in a single interface. As mirror as hosting platform for bzr repositories,
part of the endeavour, Canonical is also spon- which will be possible independent of Launchsoring the so-called super mirror, a server de- pad, will have to show.
signed to host bzr repositories that track all acAs said, the Ubuntu project and Canonical as
tive F/OSS projects, on which basis the Ubuntu its sponsor, however, continue to play a role
operating system will then be built [Rem06]. in the proposed research, mainly because of
As part of this endeavour, Canonical is spon- the lessons to be learnt from the diffusion of
soring the development of the aforementioned Launchpad into the Ubuntu development proBazaar-NG VCS (bzr for short).
cess, but also because of the continuing chalAll in all, Canonical’s strategy for Ubuntu lenge for Debian to profit more from its derivaoverlaps closely with the ideas I put forth in tives. Any surveys and studies of habits will inmy original Ph.D. proposal submitted a year ago, clude Ubuntu developers (as well as developers
which were concerned with the large-scale de- from other derivatives) in the test groups.
ployment of VCS in Debian. The core focus of
the research I propose has since changed, but

3 Proposed research

Canonical will continue to play a role in it, even
though Canonical’s work is unlikely to be of di-

rect benefit for Debian, as it is geared towards 3.1 Overview
Launchpad. Launchpad is provided for cost-free The final goal of this research is the documentause, but Canonical restricts access to the source tion of conditions under which volunteers, such
code as well as the raw data5 , which does not as the developers of the Debian system, adopt
align with Debian’s ideology of freedom [DFS04] new methods to accomplish their tasks.
and could result in the type of vendor lock-in

Due to my involvement with the Debian

which Debian has meticulously avoided. Fur- project, the choice of participatory action rethermore, Launchpad is at the core of Canoni- search [WGL91] as fundamental research model
cal’s business plan, and will thus probably not seems logical. In particular, the client-system
take into account the interests of Debian or its infrastructure is defined to be the domain of dedevelopers [Tow05].

velopment of the Debian GNU/Linux operating

Finally, frictions between Debian and Ubuntu system, and my position as official developer of
5

This also applies to SourceForge [sou].
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the system automatically makes me a member

possible the previously established guide-

of both, the researching as well as the practi-

lines.

tioner group. Moreover, other developers have
Evaluating

already announced their interest to perform as

with the diffusion underway, I want to

“client researchers.” Apart from voluntary con-

analyse the success, both in terms of ad-

tribution and cooperation from select individu-

herence to the guidelines previously es-

als from the developer collective, however, I do

tablished, as well as from the perspec-

not expect the Debian project as a whole to con-

tive taken during the analysis of previ-

done or support my research. Specifically, I shall

ous diffusion during the “action planning”

not abuse my privileges as a Debian developer
in any way that could harm the project.

phase.

According to the action research approach as Specifying learning
formulated in [Bas99], the research endeavour
the final goal is the specification of conconsist of five phases, for which I list my inditions that lead to the successful diffutended steps in the following:

sion of a tool into the Debian developer

Diagnosing

workflow. This specification summarises

based on an analysis of the alleged stag-

the lessons learnt and hopefully can serve

nation and bottlenecks within the Debian
project, using mailing list posts as well

as the basis for future rollouts.
For the purpose of the following discussion, I

as a number of selected interviews, it is
my hope to clearly identify the need for
change.

would like to highlight two aspects of the research:
1. The analysis of previous diffusions, both

Action planning
given the previous analysis, I plan to iden-

those that have led to successful adop-

tify a set of potential changes in such a

tions, as well as those that have failed.

way that the adoption of new methods

2. The design of a new tool, planning of

into the developer workflow could cause

its diffusion strategy, and subsequent release as well as the analysis of its adop-

the needed change. Based on a study of
previous diffusions, I will then formulate

tion.

a set of guidelines to follow for the introduction of new methods.
Action taking

3.2 Previous diffusions

together with the community, I plan to In the 13 years of existence of the Debian
develop a tool designed to address one project, a large number of tools aimed to change
specific change, following as close as the development process have come and gone,
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and some have stayed. For this part of my re-

ing values, needs, and past experiences of

search, I would like to select a number of tools

potential adopters;

that were not widely adopted (where the diffusion process has failed), as well as some tools Complexity
the degree to which an innovation is perthat have changed the way in which Debian deceived as being difficult to grasp and use;

velopers work (and which can thus be said to
have been successfully diffused). For each tool,
I intend to study the circumstances of its adoption (or failure) in an attempt to determine the

Assessibility
the degree to which an innovation may
be tried before adoption;

critical factors of influence.

Moore and Benbasat have expanded on the
3.2.1 Analysing diffusions

model to create the “Perceived Characteristic

Rogers’ framework [Rog95] can serve as a com- of Innovating” (PCI), which essentially builds on
prehensive model to descriptively analyse past Rogers’ framework but assesses perceptions of
diffusion/adoption processes. Rogers identified use by adopters rather than perceptions of the
four main aspects of diffusion: innovation, the innovation itself [MB91], which is an interestcommunication process, the adoption process, ing alternative, though not necessarily a reand the social system. While little change in the placement: hackers — as Debian developers can
social system can be perceived over the years, undoubtedly be classified — are not necessarthe previous diffusions differ substantially in the ily always pragmatic and only perceive the actual benefit of using a tool, they are often also
other three elements.
The element of innovation actually consists influenced by the perception of the tool itself,
of a number of constituents (adapted from whether it is elegant or ugly, for instance. Nev[RC89]):

ertheless, especially in the light of the strategy
of participatory action research, where “the em-

Relative advantage

phasis is more on what practitioners do than on

the degree to which an innovation is per- what they say they do” [ALMN99], the PCI gains
ceived as an improvement upon its pre- importance as a qualitative measure of diffusion
cursor;
Visibility
the degree to which the results of an innovation are visible to others;
Compatibility

success.
With the help of interviews and possibly even
a large-scale survey, it should be possible to
come up with a side-by-side comparison of previous diffusions, based on Rogers’ framework,
from which I can find answers to questions such

the degree to which an innovation is per- as “why did this diffusion fail,” or “what made
ceived as being consistent with the exist- this tool be so widely adopted.”
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Another interesting point of focus could be which these are distributed. It is my impression
acceptance measurements, including but not that many of the available tools are not known
limited to Davis’ Technology Acceptance Model to many, but readily adopted if discovered.
(TAM) [Dav93], though it is difficult to judge

Yet

another

package

to

consider

is

their usefulness at this stage, having no con- pbuilder, a tool that helps maintain a base
crete data available. TAM specifically, despite level of quality when building package, and
being controversial, is one of the few validated which has found many friends despite its techmodels in the information systems research do- nical limitations and resource-intensive way of
main, and thus certainly deserves careful con- operation. Interestingly, a number of seasoned
sideration.
developers seem to object to its use and often
In assessing the success of tool adoptions, it criticise others for using it.
may be relevant not only to look at the accep-

Debian’s collaboration server Alioth will
tance on the side of the developer, but also at make an interesting case, because it is made up
the impact on the quality of the produce of de- of components, some of which have been readvelopment. Debian is a very quality-oriented ily adopted, but others have not.
distribution, and tools that are perceived to imPatch management systems like dpatch,
prove the quality generally seem to gain more dbs, and quilt, as well as the VCS helpers
acceptance than those with unclear or negative like svn-buildpackage are certainly to be ineffects on the overall quality of the output.
cluded in the list. Of particular interest may
be tla- and arch-buildpackage, which is
3.2.2 Possibly interesting previous
diffusions

associated by many with a general failure to
use GNU arch for Debian package maintenance
due to complexity.
Package checker tools like lintian and

Maybe the most interesting and important pair

of tools to investigate are debhelper and linda have enjoyed wide adoption, in part
cdbs, which are both tools designed to facil- because many developers refuse to work with
itate the creation of Debian packages. While packages that do not pass these automated
debhelper is in wide use, the younger cdbs checks, and also because they have been inteis struggling for acceptance, with contenders grated with other tools, automating the process.
in both camps, those who love and those who It is this aspect that makes them specifically
loathe it. Along the lines of cdbs, yada also interesting. Also worth a look are piuparts,
which seems very complex/cumbersome to work
never got off the ground.
Another interesting package to inspect yet is still being adopted, and debian-test,
would be the collection of small helpers in which utterly failed.
The above are some examples. In the inter-

devscripts, simply because of the way in
6

http://wiki.debian.org/madduck/adoptions
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est of gathering further input, I’ve set up a Wiki drawn carefully as it is unlikely for a method to
page6 , which has seen many contributions al- be adopted out of free will, if the method imready.

poses a strict modus operandi on the user. Put
differently, a method’s adoption rate seems to

3.3 Diffusion of a new tool

be inversely proportional to the learning effort
required from new users.

3.3.1 Idea and design
The Bazaar-NG team is producing a VCS that Compatibility
is technically sound, as well as engineered with In fact, a major point of focus will have to be the
usability in mind. However, it still requires a compatibility of any new tools and approaches
general understanding of the model of the VCS with existing methods, for a number of reasons:
to be useful [Poo05], and just like any other First, acceptance of novel techniques in Debian
VCS, it depends on the users to make decisions is slow, so a transitional period of several years
about the organisation of files in the tree un- is to be expected, and some users will never
der version control, their discipline to meticu- switch away from their own way of packaging.
Second, Unix users, and Debian developers

lously commit changes, and their understanding

of the VCS to allow them to extract informa- especially, like to stay in control and frown upon
tion. The reason for all these points stems from monolithic solutions with a lot of obscure, inacthe genericity of a VCS, which is designed to cessible magic; the entire Debian operating system is built in accordance with the Unix phibookkeep essentially any type of file data.
Conceptually, a layer on top of the VCS, which losophy of modularity, and much of Debian’s
hides the actual VCS is possible; a user would robustness and professional reputation comes
not tell the VCS to commit a file, or to create from its numerous small utilities that do exa branch, but rather issue commands such as actly what they should (and nothing more), and
“put this project tree under version control,” “I which are purely optional in that the steps they
want to add the feature foo,” or “prepare every- take to accomplish a certain task are standardthing for a release.” However, VCS are already ised and/or well-documented, such that no deat a fairly high conceptual level, and tools that veloper is forced to use them.
The third point calling for new tools to main-

implement even higher concepts are bound to

make decisions or assumptions about the data tain compatibility is the tight interdependence
they control, thus losing genericity. In Debian between the Debian infrastructure and the propackage management, however, the genericity cesses of Debian package management. A “revof VCS is not needed and assumptions can be olutionary” approach would require parts of the
made for the highly specific domain, as certain infrastructure to adapt, which, given the size
operations would always follow more or less the and complexity of the project and its infrastrucsame patterns. Nevertheless, the line has to be ture, would simply not be possible.
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Fourth, because the goal to produce a stan- through better integration. The following paradardised approach to Debian package manage- graphs illustrate some ideas.
ment is somewhat idealistic, it is important to

Every Debian package is required by policy

produce compatible alternatives and gradually to contain a change log identifying modificaattract users through functionality rather than tions between Debian revisions of a package,
to set out writing “the standard;” processes can- but not including changes made by upstream.
not be made standard, they become standard, Good packaging practise includes keeping this
and this is especially true in a volunteer project log meticulously up to date. Version control syssuch as Debian.
tems can attach log messages to changes in the
Finally, using existing and well-known build- repository, so it would only be logical if those
ing blocks will facilitate contributions by oth- log messages could be trivially reused for the
ers, and hence make development of these tools Debian change log. No tool currently exists to
possible in true F/OSS fashion.
automate this process in a meaningful way.
Obviously it will be quite a challenge to pro-

The Debian change log is also used to interact

vide a tool that can seamlessly integrate with with the Debian bug tracking system [bts]. For
existing packages and maintain compatibility instance, the recommended procedure to mark
to the maintenance practises in use. I expect a bug as resolved is to include the bug numpolicy-based design [Ale01] to go a long way ber in the change log next to the relevant entry,
towards the solution of this problem: export which will automatically cause the bug to be
assumptions about the structure of the source closed when the package has been successfully
package and its management practises to a con- updated.
figuration file that is to be managed as part of
At the same time, the bug tracking system
the package.
is often used as a request tracker and coordination platform for single developers or maintainer teams. Currently, the bug tracking system

Specific ideas on integration

Debian package management is a very broad provides for no integration with VCS mechafield, and one without any “right answers.” It is nisms. For instance, patches attached to reports
thus difficult to isolate specific areas that need filed with the bug tracker need to be manuto be improved. The lack of VCS is certainly a ally imported into source control, and vice versa,
huge gap because it puts the burden to coordi- changes committed to the repository addressing
nate between multiple developers on those de- a certain bug are not made available as part of
velopers, as well as the task of tracking changes the bug report, which is often a helpful resource
to a package across several versions. However, for users encountering problems.
VCS is not all there is to it, several sub-projects

Many packages use additional tools like

in Debian have been using VCS for years, and dpatch or quilt to manage patches within
yet there is still room for improvement, mainly the package, even when VCS is already in use
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and could be used to manage those patches in fore Ubuntu went public with it.
a more advanced manner. Even though the approach may seem backward, it seems that it’s
preferred because it’s conceptually more acces-

3.3.2 Plan of research and research
methodology

sible.

Furthermore, the Debian archive infrastruc- Rather than drafting an abstract usage model
ture is unaware of VCS. Thus, the upload of and expecting developers to accept and learn
a new version of a package currently requires the model — an approach that would almost
a developer to check out the source from the certainly fail — I want to study the habits and
repository, build the package locally, and then processes of developers, them identify points of
upload it to the Debian archive. This pro- integration in existing processes to hide those
cess can potentially introduce security problems repetitive processes that come with but do
[Kra04], and developers with slow or unreliable not constitute a conceptual part of the Debian
Internet connections find it difficult to upload packaging endeavour, and finally create tools
larger packages. In [Kra05b] exist some pre- that start at the developer’s habits and work
liminary thoughts on how to improve the sit- their way up from here. Thus, the proposed apuation through the integration with VCS, while proach can be said to be bottom-up towards the
paying particular attention to quality assurance. conceptually high goal of an integrated workCanonical is already taking Ubuntu in a direc- flow.
tion to circumvent these issues [Rem06].

The research plan consists of 3 stages:

Lastly, Debian’s infrastructure encompasses
several dozens of servers, as well as the most Stage 1: surveying and studying habits
extensive mirror network in the F/OSS world. During the first stage of the research, I intend
Most of the infrastructure (and the mirrors es- to review the fields of version control, Debian
pecially) are designed in a decentralised fashion package management practises, as well as apto reduce bottlenecks. An integrated package proaches to process integration found in other,
management system designed for team mainte- comparable projects (e.g. the BSD operating sysnance should harness the power and availabil- tem family, in which version control is used exity of this infrastructure. One solution is to en- tensively). The results will be used to devise
hance the Debian source package format in such strategy that maximise reuse of existing tools in
a way that it can integrate VCS, rather than true Unix spirit, and to gather ideas for possible
rely on the extra step to generate the conven- integration and consolidation steps, as well as
tional source package from information in the experience with pitfalls and successful migraVCS. This is related to the direction in which tion strategies. Looking at comparable projects,
Ubuntu seems to be going [Rem06], although it is my hope to learn from their approaches,
the idea was developed separately and long be- but also to identify problems and pitfalls their
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use has uncovered to try to guard against them the original proposal. This transcript describes
in later stages of the proposed research.

a typical procedure in Debian package manage-

Also part of this stage is the studying of de- ment, but it does not mention VCS at all; all
veloper habits. With the help of a survey, I interaction with the VCS mechanisms is hidwould like to find answers to questions such as den behind the high-level wrapper, which will
have the interface of a tool designed according
the following (which are only general ideas):
to the human language requests formulated by
• where do you see the strengths/weaknesses the developers. This form of real-time research
of the Debian packaging process?
over IRC allows for very specific, adaptive studies into the habits of individual developers.

• what steps do you consider redundant

With the data from surveys, interviews, and

and where do you see potential for im-

such live sessions, I expect to be able to identify patterns in management procedures. Fur-

provements?

• what level of automation in the packag- thermore, screening the results will give a good
ing process would you find acceptable?
indication of what approaches developers con• can you think of parallel processes, pos-

sider intuitive.

sibly from real life, which resemble the
packaging process?

Stage 2: planning the diffusion and mockup implementation

In addition, I intend to conduct interviews Based on the data gathered during the first
with several developers who are either very pro- phase of the proposed research (chapter 3.2:
gressive about new methods, or very conserva- “Previous diffusions“), I intend to make use of
tive. I expect to gain more insights into the mo- Rogers’ framework [Rog95] in a prescriptive way
tivation of volunteers, specifically with respect and identify requirements for a successful diffuto their preferences when it comes to getting sion of any tools developed in this phase of the
work done. Even though it is unlikely that any research. The outcome should be a flow diadiffusion will reach every single volunteer, that gram, possibly a Gantt chart or PERT diagram,
which can be used to coordinate the group efshould be the goal.
In a further step, I then want to study how fort of implementing and diffusing the tool in a
developers would like to approach certain tasks. way that allows for its success to be monitored.
In this stage, I will also begin with the imple-

A part of this study will include “live command-

line sessions,” in which I pretend to be the “sys- mentation of mock-ups to be able to determine
tem,” while the interviewed developer pretends and possibly improve acceptance from the side
to steer the system with high-level commands. of the developers. These mock-ups are going to
Figure 2 is an example interview held over IRC be “empty hulls” in that they provide a user in(Internet Relay Chat) as part of the writing of terface, but no internal functionality (other than
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<oracle> i want to work on the mutt package
<martin> downloading mutt (1.5.9-2) to ./mutt-1.5.9 ... done.
<oracle> i want to fix bug #654321
<martin> preparing isolated environment for fixing of bug #654321 ... done.
* martin records intent ...
* oracle edits a file, fixes the bug
<oracle> i have fixed the bug
<martin> thank you. please give a brief description of the bug fix.
* martin spawns editor-of-choice
* oracle describes the bug fix and closes editor
<martin> fix recorded in change log, what else can i do for you?
<oracle> please prepare a new release
<martin> processing release of mutt, version 1.5.9-3 ...
* martin runs any unit tests ... success.
* martin integrates fix with distribution source ... success.
* martin prepares a new package file in ../mutt_1.5.9-3_i386.deb ... done.
* martin runs policy checkers and other tests against the package ... success.
<martin> new package ready for release in ../mutt_1.5.9-3_i386.deb .
<oracle> please upload the package to unstable
* martin verifies authenticity and authorisation of requester ... success.
<martin> sealing revision 1.5.9-3 ...
<martin> upload request sent to archive daemon.

Figure 2: An imaginary transcript between a package maintainer and a high-level tool
A modus operandi has to be found which al-

fake feedback and status messages to the user).

Feedback from the users will help improve the lows for the collaborative development of the
intuitive feel of the user interface in the con- tools, but which also does not preclude the
text of Debian package management.

analysis of the tool’s success. One possible approach is the inclusion of feedback generators
into the tool, so that a central machine can

Stage 3: deployment and analysis

The third stage starts with the implementa- be used to gather statistics about the use of
tion of functionality into the tools, after hav- the tool, provided, of course, that the user gave
ing settled on a user interface in the second his/her approval.
After some time, the rollout of the tool should
stage. Here, the intention is not to implement
tools and release finished versions, but rather to be assessed in a fashion similar to the way distake the “release early, release often” approach cussed in chapter 3.2. In addition, a survey
[Ray99a] and draw from extreme programming gathering feedback would most likely return in[Bec99] to implement and iteratively improve teresting results.
the tools in cooperation with select developers

In a final step, the diffusion process should be

and in the context of some packaging projects documented (c.f. [ALMN99]) and lessons learnt
within Debian.

clearly identified. The desired output of this re-
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search should be a document of guidelines that translators) to donate their expertise without
can serve as the basis for future diffusions.

having to invest time into learning packagespecific techniques or guidelines.
This research is relevant because it will help

3.4 Expected impact

Debian scale and retain high technical standards. This will benefit not only the countless

Since the proposed diffusion follows a user-

users, who rely on the technical strengths of the

centric approach and builds upon the concepts
of participatory action research, the probability of acceptance among developers is high. By

Debian operating system, but also to the more
than a hundred derived distributions, which help
to diversify the Linux distribution market and

providing a standardised Debian maintenance
process compatible with existing processes, it
will become easier to coordinate teams of developers to work around the bottleneck problems the Debian project is experiencing due

thus drive innovation.
Finally, results from this research will be useful to other projects facing the task of coordinating small teams on sub-projects charac-

terised by contributor fluctuations typical to
to overloaded or inactive developers holding a
volunteer efforts. Quite possibly, the results
monopoly on packages that use peculiar packcould also influence business processes in comaging approaches and are thus not accessible to
panies with flat hierarchies.
others.
With an intuitive interface on the side of the
developer, it will be easier to adjust processes to
new policies or guidelines, and it will be possible
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